1. Disruptive selection can increase the phenotypic and genetic variance of a population. 2. Disruptive selection can maintain linkage disequilibrium in a population. 3. Disruptive selection can establish polymorphisms some of which are very similar in genetic principle to sex dimorphisms and mimicry polymorphisms in possessing switching supergenes and modifying (enhancing) genetic backgrounds.
4. Disruptive selection can produce and maintain divergence between two populations between which there is a very high rate of gene flow.
5. Disruptive selection can split a population into two parts between which there is considerable reproductive isolation.
These are, of course, restricted generalizations. None of them, of course, is incompatible with the finding that other experiments fail to produce these results, for no one expects to make generalizations about effects of selection in the form' Selection procedure A will always have consequence B no matter what the genetic content of the population exposed to selection'. Finally, I feel Waddington and Robertson in saying 'As Thoday has often pointed out laboratory experiments on disruptive selection owe their main interest to the light they may throw on the conditions under which sympatric species divergence may occur in nature', may have introduced an undue bias into our interest in disruptive selection. This is not the main interest though it may be a main interest. I have equally regularly stressed generalizations 1 to 4 above. The origin of segregational polymorphisms is just as 'main' an interest, and generalization 4 is as relevant to our understanding of populations as is generalization 5.
